
The Road Less Traveled: A Journey to Independent Auto Repair 

With every new vehicle purchase there lies a decision that every car owner must make: Where to 

entrust the care of their vehicle? Some choose the well-trodden path to the dealership, where 

familiarity breeds comfort and warranties are the pillars of reassurance. Yet, there exists an alternative 

route, less traveled but abundant in promise—the independent auto repair shop. 

Fresh off the lot from the dealership, a warranty package promises peace of mind for the first few years 

of ownership. Initially, you faithfully adhered to the dealership's service schedule, believing it to be the 

safest bet for maintaining your vehicle’s pristine condition. 

However, one fateful day, you embark on a road trip only to find, your vehicle begins to sputter and 

protest, leaving you stranded far from civilization. With no dealership in sight, you reluctantly turn to a 

nearby independent auto repair shop, hoping for a miracle. 

The vehicle is diagnosed with a simple fuel pump issue—a common ailment that had eluded detection 

during routine dealership visits. 

You can't help but notice the stark differences between the dealership and this humble repair shop. 

Here, there were no flashy showrooms or uniformed salesmen pushing unnecessary upgrades. Instead, 

there was honesty, expertise, and a genuine passion for cars that permeated every corner. 

There are several untold advantages of servicing your vehicle at an independent shop. Wrigley’s 

operates with integrity, prioritizing the needs of you and your vehicle above all else. Our deep 

understanding of automotive intricacies mean that every service is executed with precision, saving time 

and money in the long run. 

While warranties offer a safety net, they are not the sole arbiter of quality service. At Wrigley’s, you will 

find a trusted ally, and a partner in the ongoing journey of car ownership.  The Magnuson-Moss Act 

gives you rights as a consumer.  You do not have to return to the dealer for service in order to maintain 

your warranty.  By law, your vehicle warranty will stay in effect when you have regularly scheduled 

maintenance at a repair shop that uses appropriate parts and procedures such as Wrigley’s does. 

For in the world of automotive care, it's not about where you start your journey—it's about who you 

choose to accompany you along the way. And in Wrigley’s, you will find not just a mechanic, but a true 

friend on the road of life. 

 


